Pyrimidine biosynthesis in Serratia marcescens: a possible role for nonsequential enzyme interactions in mimicking coordinate gene expression.
The coordinate expression of four sequential enzymes in the de novo pyrimidine pathway may result from the interaction of the various polypeptides of the pathway in Serratia marcescens rather than represent some unit of transcriptional regulation. These interactions were defined by examining the polypeptide association observed in extracts of parental and mutant strains in a series of pleiotropic pyrimidine auxotrophs. Extracts of pyrE auxotrophs [processing dihydroorotate (DHOase) activity but no orotidine-5'-monophosphate pyrophosphorylase (OMPppase) activity] stimulate OMPppase activity in extracts of pyrC auxotrophs (posessing reduced OMPppase activity but no DHOase activity). Separation by molecular weight on Sephadex G200 has suggested an aggregation between the final two enzymes, OMPppase and OMPdecarboxylase (OMPdecase), and the earlier enzyme, DHOase. The reduction of OMPppase activity in pyrC auxotrophs (encoding either a defective polypeptide or reduced levels) is explained by the lack of adequate levels of DHOase for aggregate formation. Such polypeptide interactions appear to mimic the coordinate formation of polypeptides which are controlled as a unit of regulation. The measurable levels of enzymatic activity vary in a quantitatively identical manner, but the variation does not result directly from the regulation of polypeptide formation.